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Title: Borderlands 2: Assassin Madness Pack
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
Gearbox Software, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Publisher:
2K, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Franchise:
Borderlands
Release Date: 22 Jan, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 2 GB(XP)/ 2 GB(Vista)

Hard Disk Space: 13 GB free

Video Memory: 256 MB

Video Card: NVIDIA GeForce 8500 /ATI Radeon HD 2600

Sound: DirectX 9.0c Compatible

Other Requirements:Initial installation requires one-time internet connection for Steam authentication; software installations
required (included with the game) include Steam Client, DirectX 9, Microsoft .NET 4 Framework, Visual C++ Redistributable
2005, Visual C++ Redistributable 2008, Visual C++ Redistributable 2010, and AMD CPU Drivers (XP Only/AMD Only)
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borderlands 2 commando madness pack. borderlands 2 commando supremacy pack. borderlands 2 assassin supremacy pack.
borderlands 2 assassin madness pack

I see where this game is trying to go, and it has potential, but the visuals let this game down a LOT. Regarding mechanics, it's
also pretty easy to score goals and you can score goals on most levels with just luck rather than intuition.. This tablet port is a
ripoff of an ancient iPhone App store game called "Elements" where you match up various elements to create more complex
elements. For example, matching fire + water gets you steam. Most of the core gameplay elements are lifted straight from
"Elements" including a large number of the matches (even obscure seeming ones), so the ripoff strenght is high.

There's probably about half an hours worth of gameplay unless you have OCD. The developers tacked on a few other "features"
but ostensibly it's the same game as Elements. Also, they nag you incessantly to rate their game (not sure how that works given
it's on Steam, but that doesn't stop them annoying the hell out of you anyway).

Overall, 0/10 for ripping off other peoples game ideas and cashing in on them, and 0/10 for nagging people who already bought
your game (I got this in a bundle, whatever you do, don't pay full price for tablet games).. I enjoyed the game. Well worth it for
the purchase price. The game needs interface improvements. There is a somewhat lack of options and in order to change
resolutions you must restart the game. Your required to select a resolution size prior to launching the game. This is somewhat
annoying. Considering if you don't like the selected resolution you must restart. Game interface and the level joining relatively
easy no complaints. Game just needs better options.. The single player is just a bunch of bot maches with a few meh cutscenes.
The world building of a world on the brink due to fuel shortages could be interesting but since you don't personaly see anyone
effected by it it doesn't have much impact. i wish the worldbuilding was bigger gameplay is solid.. This game was a bit
disappointing to be honest. It did have a good premise t o it however there was a complete lack of interaction with character and
I mean proper interaction because sometimes no matter what you chose the outcome would be the same creating the illusion of
choice and this made things very linear in the story and when dealing with characters in the story. It did have however a very
interesting character build format which is unique to the game, unfortunately some of these powers and abilities you choose feel
underused and pointless. Overall i'd say that its an okay game but its not great either, I'd really recommend playing other choice
of game and hosted games first. If you're looking for super power based stories i could recommend The Hero Project which is a
triology that whilst has a more limited set of powers it has a much better story with characters.. Fun for the whole family.

This game presents a classic British Whodunit. The setting, the investigators, the impeccable slightly over the top British
narrator and the characters straight out of any Agatha Christie mystery (if slightly exaggerated) make this a pleasure to watch:
this game has got it pinned down perfectly. Sure, you'll be solving casual puzzles (you can pass the controller around round-
robin fashion for up to 4 players, the rest'll just have to spectate), but it's the Britishness, the Whodunit-ness, the mayor, the
constable, the butcher, the librarian, the doctor, the miller, Lady Snobbish, the gossipy old ladies, the colonel and everyone else
who bring this home.

In short, the game is 6 episodes of ~45 minutes each (that somehow add up to 6.9 hours on the account we played it on, but
presumably that includes getting everyone settled on the couch etc.). If the trailer appeals to you, the game delivers exactly that
in spades, at a bargain price.
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Plays Multiplayer Match With Friend
Sends Scout to Friends Base
Turns Out he has 1000 jeeps at his base
i tell my scout to throw a grenade at the jeeps
Then a hear a loud BOOM!
then my game crashed

10/10 Would Crash Again. I highly recommend this, it's much better than its' successor, if you would even call it that.. This
game is fine for casual fun, but it lacks the depth for any kind of extended play. For a game about constructing ships, you'll lose
any real choice in the appearance of your ship as you try to squeeze as many weapons on the front of your ship as possible
without obstructing their firing arcs.. I don't even know what is this or how did it end up on my library... don't waste your time..
Highly recommended for any fans of retro-style games or shooters. There are 4 different difficulty levels that each give a
different experience as opposed to some games who would have included difficulty levels as an afterthought by increasing
damage values or boss health. CometStriker has a TON of replay value, with a huge amount of achievements, multiple playable
characters, and an in-game leaderboard to compare and compete against other players. Art and soundtrack is amazing. Solid
game that is well worth a playthough.. Great graphics, very solid controls, funny dialogues, great voice acting and really nice
puzzles.

Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love is easily one of the best adventure games i have played in recent memory and maybe
something more than that!

I highly recommend it for adventure game fans out there. i've played it for a short time and it looks good. (or at least it looks
different.) It's playable and has a lot of potential, but it's not there yet. I purchased it and i don't feel it is wasted money. It isn't
as polished as wasteland 2 or x-com. but i guess that it is a matter of time before the gameplay gets better.
If you like x-com, wasteland 2 and shadowrun then this one might be less good. Are you out of other games (like invisible inc.)
then this is a game to try. There are bad games and this isn't a bad game. It just isn't as good as x-com. but be honest. Getting
onto par with x-com is quite difficult. Seeing that they actually did a lot of overhaul before release makes me confident that they
will get there. SO... do i recommend it? yes. $20 for a game with a lot of potential is still not expensive for several hours of
gameplay.. Interesting simplistic card flip game. 6 map variants from egypt to china you have the goal of identifying the object
or symbol of interest and flip cards until you find its same match pair. Increase your PSI chain by flipping cards in series
without fail. The game starts off simple enough asking the player to flip 2 cards with a 50% chance of said card being the image
requested. This can climb to 6 cards making the chances slimmer as you play.

RNG is what drives this title. I am not aware of any means to fudge this faster. I picked this game up on sale for 0.49 USD and
it offers almost 500 steam achievements for less than 2 hours of playing "guess and check" but I must admit, I had the assistance
of steam user guides for tips on how to get the 444 spam achievements as soon as possible. (A hint: Stay in Egypt)

Still, for the simplicity and lack of interesting features it was a solid 100% for the profile. It is what it is, a shameless get..
Honestly this was an enjoyable game multiplayer was a bit dry because there was not that many players ( I came late to the
party) but never the less it was a very fun game to play storyline I give it an ok.

This game is like battlefields ugly twin sister, you would hit that but only with a paper bag.

Story-7/10
Multiplayer-8.5/10
Final verdict 7/10

Buy on sale if you want to enjoy it but not like you regret hitting the ugly sister

also it takes 14 hours to beat the main mission. At first, I was excited about a puzzle game with RPG elements (I love RPGs),
but it really doesn't add anything to a puzzle game, at least not this one. I played Puzzle Quest and a couple of other similar
games that had a better RPG system than this game. Bejeweled is better than this thing.
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